
                                                        IS A RAM WORTH R400,000.00 

With at least three rams of different breeds I know of having been sold for R300,000 plus in the last 
few months, we have repeatedly been asked the question - is a ram really worth that much? 

The first response of most people is the buyers must be crazy but are they or are they just taking a 
well calculated risk like with all investments. I will try to just analyse the facts that must be at one’s 
disposal and calculate the merits to be considered when paying so much for a ram. 

Firstly, the buyer needs to know what the ram looks like and if it possesses all the quality traits the 
breed is known for. In the case of our Meatmasters, has it got all the essentials for functional efficiency 
such as excellent covering, good legs with superb movement and a body structure with balance 
between production and reproduction traits. Masculinity must be clearly seen in the head, neck and 
shoulder development with well-formed testes of good size and from a stud and farm totally free of 
any reproduction diseases. The ram must have the elegance to advertise and sell himself. He must 
represent as close to the ideal picture of a Meatmaster as possible. 

Remember we are trying to warrant R400,000.00 not R50,000.00 so we need to know a lot more about 
the ram than just what he looks like. Does the ram have a history? What do we know about his father 
and mother, brother and sisters? Is he just a freak or is there a record of excellent Meatmasters in his 
family? Most importantly do his ram progeny also poses his excellent Meatmaster traits and even 
more importantly, do his daughters have the fertility and milk to give you a lot of lambs to wean at a 
good weight. 

A ram ticking 80% to 90% of these boxes is to me worth R400,000.00 and my argument and sums I 
base on the following. 

We say that 10 slaughter lambs must pay for your flock ram. Hamel lambs are now worth R1,300 to 
R1,500 and that is why we now find the bigger commercial farmer paying ten to fifteen thousand for 
their flock rams. Most sales average over R10,000 for rams. You as a meaningful stud breeder should 
thus also have 10 of your rams worth R13,000 to R15,000 pay for your stud rams. 

Stud rams ticking the above boxes and rally worthey of improving or maintaining your sheep and not 
bringing in new faults and taking them backward are to me worth at least R130,000 to R150,000. 

 NB. To however afford these rams you need a big enough stud with ewes already of high quality to 
give you enough rams to sell. We know that there is just room for 15% to 20% at the top of the stud 
breeders pyramid in all breeds. They produce sires for the rest of the pyramid below and the entire 
pyramid produces rams and ewes for the entire industry. 

With the Meatmaster breed now firmly established and still gaining ground rapidly the lesson we 
should all learn is the fact that what is good enough today will definitely not be good enough 
tomorrow. At least 10% of rams and ewes still having a market today won’t have it next year as the 
quality of all breeders Meatmasters improve the bottom 10% will fall away annually. As the 
Meatmaster develops into a major SA sheep breed as I believe it will, the competitions between stud 
breeders will become more intense as they strive to be part of the top 15% to 20% of Meatmaster 
stud breeders and only by investing in the very best Meatmaster genetics and ram will you make this 
possible. 

I see value in the future being greatly added by increased demand for semen from our best rams and 
embryos from the best donor parent stock in the country. Breeders that don’t have a big enough pool 
of ewes will have to group together to make a better ram affordable to the group or sell semen of the 



ram they buy to warrant the price they pay. This has been the trend in other breeds that have, been 
around for a long time and I see us travelling the same road. And yes, I firmly believe that in a more 
stable farming environment in a country with a faster growing economy more rams will in the near 
future be sold for R400,000 and more as they are worth every sent if they tick 95% + of the boxes 
mentioned above. JUST ALWAYS REMEMBER AN EXPENSIVE RAM IS NOT ALWAYS A GOOD RAM and 
a good ram is not always an expensive ram. 

Just a short similar lesson I was taught in the past. I was privileged to sell a ram in 1986 for a then 
world record price of R72,000 everyone including the press were saying how crazy the 3 buyers were 
that bought the ram together. They however had the last laugh as all three payed off their share with 
the fist 3 rams from his breeding sold on the national sale and they went on to dominate the breed 
with his progeny for many years. In 1986 you could buy the best Mercedes car and Toyota bakkie for 
R72,000 and still have money over so in today’s terms I was paid well over a R1,000,000 for the ram. 

I still today consider this the best value for money ram I have ever sold considering what he brought 
in for his new owners and the road of prosperity he placed them on. 

I hope that all Meatmaster breeders join me in congratulating Henk Kearney on the fantastic ram 
Smokey that he sold for R395,000. He for sure ticked most the boxes as his progeny has already 
excelled and he comes out of excellent breeding stock. May the buyer also have the last laugh as 
Smokie’s progeny takes his stud to a new level of Meatmaster excellence, and also helps to lift the 
standard of our entire breed. WELL DONE!! 

 

 


